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ABSTRACT
Since the first HCI (hydrocarbon Indicator) was mapped in the Gulf Of Mexico during the 1980’s,
explorationists have been using impedance contrast and geometry anomalies to prospect for and assess
the risk of gas and some oil accumulations in the shallow clastic section above 15,000 feet. Many
companies have made substantial discoveries as a result of utilizing DHI’s analysis work flows, while
others have gone out of business by relying only on DHI’s to fill their prospect portfolios. This talk will
discuss the historical development of DHI prospecting and examine various types of DHI’s from
“amplitude anomaly” bright spots, to up-dip dim-outs in the geopressured section, to attenuation and sag
anomalies, and also review geometric anomalies including flat spots and gas plume/chimney/cloud
anomalies. The talk will also address pitfalls of using DHI’s including a discussion of low saturation gas
anomalies and other features that can create DHI-looking events. The talk will conclude with a discussion
of utilizing certain aspects of DHI’s to augment the geologic risk analysis process such as structural
conformance, internal mottling, and amplitude over background considerations.
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